Abstract-
INTRODUCTION
The travelling salesman problem is one of the most intensively studied problems in computational mathematics. Its aim is to select the sequence in which the cities are visited in such a way that his total travelling time (cost) is minimized. Cost can be distance, time, money, energy.The intuitionistic fuzzy sets were first introduced by Atanassov [1, 2] which is generalization of the concept of fuzzy sets. An efficient method for ordering the fuzzy numbers is by the use of a ranking function, which maps each fuzzy number into the real line, where a natural order exists. NagoorGani and Mohamed [4] introduced methods for ordering two generalized trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy numbers. Thamaraiselvi and Santhi [7] , has discussed Solving Fuzzy Transportation problem with Generalized Hexagonal Fuzzy Numbers,Jat.R.N,et.al; [3] has discussed about Fuzzy approach for solving mixed intuitionistic fuzzy travelling salesman problem .
In this paper, a new method is introduced to solve the generalized intuitionistic fuzzy travelling salesman problem.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A.Fuzzy number[11]
A 
B.Triangular fuzzy number[9]
A fuzzy number is a TFN denoted by =( ),where are real numbers and its membership function is given below,
C.Trapezoidal fuzzy number[9]
A fuzzy number = is a TrFN where are real numbers and its membership function is given below, (x)=
D.Generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number[4]
A generalized fuzzy number = is said to be generalized trapezoidal fuzzy number if its membership function is given by, 
G.Generalized trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number[4]
An intuitionistic fuzzy number is said to be generalized trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy number with parameters ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ ≤ and is denoted by =( ) if its membership and nonmembership function is defined as follows, (x)= and 
III. RANKING OF GENERALIZED TRAPEZOIDAL INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY NUMBERS FOR THE TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM
In the travelling salesman problem, the salesman has to visit 'n' cities. He needs to start from a particular city visit each city once and then return to his starting point.The problem whose solution will yield the minimum travelling time for the variable be defined as 
IV. FORMULATION OF TRAVELLING SALESMAN PROBLEM AS AN ASSIGNMENT PROBLEM
Let the cost of travel from i th city to j th city be c ij and =1 if the salesman goes directly from city i to city j and =0 otherwise. No city is visited twice before the tour of all cities are completed. In particular, he cannot go directly from city i to i itself. This possibility may be avoided in the minimization process by adopting the convention c ij =∞ which ensures that can never be unity. 
V. ALGORITHMFOR THE PROPOSED METHOD
Step-1: The travelling salesman problem in which cost must be of generalized intuitionistic fuzzy numbers is constructed.
Step-2: The ranking index for each generalized intuitionistic fuzzy number is calculated
Step-3: The generalized intuitionistic fuzzy numbers is replaced by their respective ranking indices.
Step-4: The resulting problem is solved by using existing Hungarian method to find the optimal solution.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
A company has four territories. The salesman working in the company has to deliver the products from each territory to other territories. The cost of travel from territories I,II,III,IV to I,II,III,IV is given below, Which route will the salesman choose to minimize the travelling cost.
Step:1Consider ,
Step:2 calculate the rank of ( (2, 5, 7, 11) , (1, 6, 12, 15 Step:3From the above matrix the following ranking value is obtained
Step:4
Thus the total travel cost is I→II, II→III, III→IV, IV→I is 6.6999
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper ranks generalized trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy numbers to solve travelling salesman problems occurring in real life situation .It is given through a numerical example fora non mixedgeneralised trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy numbers.Hence it is applicable for mixed and non mixed fuzzy numbersto obtain minimum cost.
